
World Guitar Competitions 2022

As part of World Guitar Day

under the auspices of UNESCO

In Honor of the first mythical Guitarist and Teacher Chiron Centaur

112 countries are participating

1 - 30 October 2022



World Guitar Competitions 2022

Qualifying Phase & Final Phase

all kinds of Guitar 

all kinds and styles of Music

For all Categories - For all levels - For all ages

The Story

The ancient Greek idea of the Olympic Games was involved in the promotion of other 

competitions and also led to the establishment and promotion of the ancient Guitar 

Competitions, which over the years were established in various regions of ancient Greece, 

such as the ancient city of Iolkos, which was located on the site of the current city of Volos.

The mythical Master Chiron Centaur, the first Guitarist and Teacher as mentioned in 

Mythology, lived in the same area.

The revival of these Competitions aims to highlight the prestige of the Guitar, from prehistoric 

times to the present day.

The World Guitar Competitions also aim to provide incentives for the empowerment of 

the World Guitar Day as well as promote and reward the Guitarists.

The goal is also, through the guitar and the music works, to highlight the culture of each city, 

of each country and then to record it in the World Guitar Day Museum in Volos.



Competitions

A' TEAM Free of age

B' TEAM Youth   For those born after the 1st of January 2001

C' TEAM Teen     For those born after the 1st of January 2004

D' TEAM Childhood    For those born after the 1st of January 2008

Categories:

- Solo (classical guitar, electric guitar, flamenco, etc)

- Duo (2 guitars, guitar - voice, guitar - flute, guitar - violin, etc)

- Trio (3 guitars, guitar - flute - cello, guitar - flute - piano, etc)

- Guitar Ensembles

- Musical Ensembles with the partnership of Guitar

etc.

Terms of participation:

1. Guitar Competitions are open to Guitarists of all levels, all ages, all nationalities, all 

categories, all types of Guitar, all genres and styles of Music.

2. Each interested party can participate in one or more or all categories, initially in the 

Qualifying Phase and then (if qualified) in the Final Phase.

Participation in one (any) category of the Qualifying Phase is free of charge.

The cost for each additional category and the cost for the participation in the Final Phase is 

determined by the Partners of each region with the cooperation of the Coordination Office.

A separate Application for Participation is required for participation in each category. 

A separate Application for Participation is also required for each Ensemble Member.

3. The Qualifying Phase rewards the participation of Guitarists in the World Guitar

Competitions.

All interested parties can participate in the Qualifying Phase (in one or more or all categories), 

with one music work or part of music work, of free choice, with maximum duration of 

approximately 5 minutes.



Each competitor can qualify in the Final Phase, if he collects at least 50 points (out of 100), in 

at least one category.

All the participants of the Qualifying Phase without exception will be awarded with the 

Honorary Diploma of the mythical Master Chiron Centaur for their participation.

4. The Final Phase has a competitive nature and rewards the skills and personality of the 

participants in the performance of the musical works.

In the Final Phase, all interested parties who will qualify (in one or more or all categories) can 

participate, with one music work or part of music work for each category, of free choice, with 

maximum duration of approximately 5 minutes, which will be different from the one that they 

participated with in the Qualifying Phase.

5. The World Guitar Competitions will be carried out by evaluating the participants from 

videos on YouTube. (The quality of the video recording will be not considered).  

In some cases the Competitions will take place in the context of events that the Partners can 

organize in each region.

6. World Guitar Day Partners can participate in all categories of the Competitions.

In this case, they can organize Guitar Competitions in their area, but they cannot participate

in the Juries of Competitions.

7. The Juries of Competitions consist of members of the Coordinating Office, Partners and 

high - level Professors.

8. Participants' sponsors can be displayed on the videos of the participants.

Awards

The Awards of the Competitions in the Final Phase for all categories are as follows:

From 92 to 100 points 1st Award
86 - 91 2nd Award
80 - 85 3rd Award
75 - 79      4th Award
70 - 74      5th Award
65 - 69 6th Award
60 - 64 7th Award
55 - 59    8th Award
50 - 54       9th Award



The Guitarists and Ensembles of all categories who win one of the above Awards 
will be declared as

World Guitarists 2022
World Musicians 2022
World Winners 2022

depending on the type and category they will be participating in.

World Winners will be able to take part in the
Golden World Guitar Competitions 2023

and will represent their countries together with their Embassies,
at the venue of the Competitions.

The Guitarists and Music Ensembles that will present

the Anthem of the World Guitar Day 2022 

"Fly me to Volos" by Damien Aribert 

and the Anthem of the World Guitar Competitions 2022 

"The Gallop of Chiron Centaur" by Eric Penicaud,

(either in the context of the Competitions or in the context of some events)

will be awarded the Highest Honor Title of World Winners 2022

For the smooth running of the Competitions, interested parties are requested

to send the videos and the Application Forms as soon as possible.

No later than October 1, for the Qualifying Phase

No later than October 15, for the Final Phase

to the e-mail: info@foudoulis.gr

The results will be announced on the website:  

https://www.facebook.com/worldguitardayofficial



Application Form

NAME….……………………………………………………...............................................................………….……

SURNAME………………………………………………………….............................................................………….

DATE OF BIRTH…………….…………..……………………………...............................................................…

ADDRESS….…………………………………………….……………….…..............................................................

CITY..…………………………………………………......................................................................................

COUNTRY....................................................................................................................................

E-mail.……………………………...……………………………..........................................................................

Web……..............................................................……………………………………………………………….…….

I am Partner of World Guitar Day Yes No

I was informed about the Guitar Competitions by:..........................................................................

I wish to take part in the World Guitar Competitions 2022 and I send to the Coordination Office 

at the email address:  info@foudoulis.gr

1. Application Form fully completed

2. Link on YouTube with the presentation of the selection project

www.youtube.com/………………………....………………..…...……...............................................................

Participation in the World Guitar Competitions

Qualifying Phase

Final Phase

A’ Team            B’ Team            C’ Team            D’ Team          

Category......................................................................................................................................

Type of Guitar....…………………………......……..…................................................................................

Music Ensemble, Name, Music Ensemble Description........................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

Title of music work and name of Composer…….............................……………………..…………………………

....................................................................................................................................................

Date ………….................       Signature ……….........................…


